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College suffers loss Sigs found guilty on six counts
Luke Lindberg

Christine HulJce

Editor-in-Chi-

-

Two unnamed Judicial Board
sources confirmed this week that
Phi Sigma Alpha has been found
guilty of six violations of the Code
of Social Responsibility as stated
in The Scot's Key.
The charges stemmed from reports of a Feb. 5. incident in which
a security officer claimed to have
been harassed at the Phi Sigma Alpha new member initiation party.
The security officer claimed that
his buttocks were grabbed and
that full beer cans were thrown at
him.

1979 2000
Voice Staff
There is never a right time for
tragedy to strike, but somehow in
the minds of students and faculty

across campus, last weekend's

events seemed especially heartbreaking. Christine Hulke 02 died

Saturday while hiking in the

hometown.
The four women from the Col- lege were hiking on Big Lyons
Falls Trail

when
Hulke
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Mohican State Park with her twin
sister and two friends from the
College.
The College will hold a memorial service for Hulke in McGaw
Chapel at 1 1 a.m. on Tuesday, with
a reception at the President's
House
".Xuncral services for Hulke were
scheduled for 10 this morning at
Bishop Jane's United Methodist
Church in Basking Ridge, NJ, her
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Karen said, Christine stopped

'

breathing and her heart stopped.

"We

'

had

to

initiate
CPR on
her. That

went on,
on and off

for about 20,25 minutes," Karen sakL

They were able to keep
tine alive until paramedics could
get to the location. "Where we
were, it was very difficult for them
to get to us and get all the equipment down. ... We were so far
down the trail, Karen said. "She

would come back; she'd start
breathing on her own again and

ed

and several people
stopped to help, Karen

.

k

"This campus is ... losing
someone a lot ofpeople had
respect for' David Brown said.

plained of
arm pain.
saying she ...
bumped her elbow, according to
Karen, a College of Wooster junior and one of the students hiking
with Hulke. The group of women
stopped to allow Hulke to recuperate; but instead of getting better,
Hulke passed out, alarming her
companions. Two of the students
went for help while Karen stayed
with Christine.
The trail they were on was

uW

eluding a nurse and a man who
also knew CPR.
After only about five minutes.
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Former Phi Sigma Alpha President Scott Sheets '00 blamed the
majority of the disturbance on the
presence of alumni at the party, saying the incident was a "prime ex
ample of how our fraternity used
to be compared with the positive
direction it's going now."
On Thursday night, the Judicial
Board found the section guilty of
the six charges, which deal with
issues such as harassment, noise
violations and intimidation.
The fraternity was found guilty
of violating Section B of the Code
of Social Responsibility, which
deals directly with the rights and
concerns of others - applying to
1

Hickey throws Campus Council a memorandum curveball
Naomi Kresge

the administrative and organizational difficulties the Charter Committee had this year after the departure of two student chairs last semester. He stated that this
Council
and eight-yecommittee, like the budget
member Damon Hickey
's important to have the
bring an unexpected policy
committee or the judicial
committee, needs adminichange proposal to the administrators play major role,
strative continuity and
board. Hickey's proposal
stated, "It's important to
J said.
would increase the admin- have the administrators
istrative presence on Coun
cil from three to four positions, a of office for faculty members play a major role," suggesting that
"they're the ones who represent
suggestion he introduced as a should remain three years.
means to "administrative continuHickey, who also chairs the Charplease see COUNCIL.
ity" within the group.
ter Committee, introduced his
page 3
by pointing out
The proposal comes on the heels counter-proposof last week's Council discussion
of allowing faculty members to
This Week In the Voice:
succeed themselves on Council.
Vikwpoints
An is & Emikhismi m
This week, Representatives-at-Larg- e
Kevin Mimes blows us uwa;
Courtney White '01 and Ish takes a chunk of Lindberg.
Andy Rockenstein '02 submitted Get it here first - Luke's going down, Stellar piano to grace Ciault on Sunday
page 8
page 4
changes to the Campus Council
Memorandum of The Scot's Key
Swims
Fkatikks
according to the model discussed
Basketball.
Flinty reveals all.
at last week's meeting. Their procharts, the stals, the lull report
posal included provisions allowing Campus flintmaker explains his hobby, The
News Editor
This week's Campus Council
meeting saw Director of Libraries

Council to request faculty member
by a simple majormajority
ity vote or a
vote and mandating that the term
self-successi-
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Java Well Coffee House
is Saturday in Mackey Hall
from 9:30 p.m. -- 1 a.m.
The Scot Symphonic Band
Concert is on Sunday at 4 p.m.
A Senior Recital by Kevin
Himes on piano will be Sunday at
7:30 p.m. in Gault Recital Hall.
Charles Kammer will speak in
Lean Lecture Hall on Tuesday at

.

Council debates adding administrators

page

"Smoke Signals" will show
tomorrow in Mateer at 7:30 p.m.
Directed by Alan Walworth.
Dylan Thomas's "Under Milk
Wood" will show in Freedlander
Friday and Saturday at 8: 15 p.m.,
tickets required.
"Dick" will show in Mateer
at 8:30 p.m. on Saturday, cost is

both students and Wooster employees.
Guilty verdicts were also handed
down in relation to the violation of
section 1C, entitled "Respect for
the Functioning and Property of the
College," three violations of section eight, which deal with noise,
and a violation of section 9A,
which protects students and others
against "harassment, intimidation,
threats and the use of physical
force."
Judicial Board Chair Carolyn
Buxton had no comment. Also declining comment were former
President Sheets and newly elected
Sig President Jeff Lawver 0I

1:15 p.m. on "Religion and Reconciliation: Prospects and Practice."
"Cuban Women, Branded by
Paradise" will show in Luce
Multi-Purpo-

se

Tuesday.

Room at 7 p.m. on

7

There will be an Ash
Wednesday Service at 12
a.m. on Wednesday in
Babcock Dining Hall.
There will be a departmental
recital in Scheide on Thursday at
1 a.m.
Spring Recess begins next Friday at 4 p.m.
The SGA Airport Bus will
1

page

1 1

leave Lowry at noon. 3 p.m.. and
6 p.m. on Friday, advanced tickets required.
Only 8 days until spring

break!!!
The Voice will not be issued
next week. Attempt to restrain
your grief.
f'OMPIi.fcD

by

Hannauki Batis

News

universities
Online
Web learning spreads, raises questions
Jill Treftz

Staff Writer

For students looking to pick up a
few extra credits this summer, there
is a new alternative to the traditional classroom: online universities. Online universities sell themselves as a convenient alternative
to traditional higher education.
Two kinds of online universities
exist. Some larger

universities with
physical campuses
offer courses taught
online. This allows
students who attend

these universities

group for evaluation, and according
to Perley, 98 percent of JIU students
receive A grades in their courses.
Though JIU claims these high
grades are a result of their students'
motivation and maturity, Perley and
other members of the Committee
on Accreditation question the legitimacy of the grades and the system
that produces them. They do not
believe that virtual
universities live up
to the standards set
for accreditation in a
more traditional college, in that they fail
to meet the criteria of

academic freedom

and colleges to continue taking courses,
even over vacations.
The more radical incarnation of distance

and collegial gover-

nance. Perley

defree-

fined academic
dom as the right of
the instructor to delearning is exemplitermine the content and format of
fied in institutions like Jones Interthe course, something that is lost
national University, the first fully acwhen teaching from a timed syllacredited online university.
IU has no physical campus, and bus. Collegial governance requires
me input of
,
. .
. . r:
.
its faculty is
both faculty
attached to
and adminThe course formal, Perley
said, "looks like this: Topic A, istrators to
-

Friends teammates remember Hulke
y

continued from page 1
then she would be gone ... and we'd
have to start CPR again," she added.

An hour and a half elapsed between the time Christine passed out
to the time she was in the ambulance.

At 3:05 p.m., Christine was pronounced dead en route to the hospital, according to the police report.
Christine was 20 years old and a

determine

around the two minutes. Topic B, 13
country. Potential stu minutes."
dents con- -

curriculum.
n
and an
such
as JIU without a permanent faculty
has no collegial governance. "The
real bottom line is the question of
quality," Perley said. "We want to
make sure students are offered the
same quality education online."

women's soccer team. She played

alongside her sister, and both
women lived on the same floor of
the Holden Annex.
David Brown, head women's
soccer coach, said, "This campus
is certainly losing someone a lot of
people had respect for. She was honest and would tell it how it is." Christine was a defender and also played
midfield. She played in all 19 games
this season "and staiteff'TOi'Sfe hatf
two goals and two assists'." "EVeTy
time we look at her twin sister we
will see Christine," Brown said.
Christine transferred to Wooster
in the spring of 1999 from Virginia
Tech in Blacksburg, Va.',; wherfr she

campus such as burs "where'we"
know one another so well," President

Professor of English Peter

respondence schools, many of
which were false moneymaking

organizations. Havholm stressed
that while there is absolutely no
which sets standards for issues in evidence that online universities are
higher education such as tenure and fraudulent institutions, the online
accreditation. In an article for the situation does lend itself to fraud and
Winter 2000 edition of Wooster to a decreased quality of education
magazine, Perley argued strongly in its use of adjunct professors to
against the accreditation of online teach courses written by other people.
What does this mean for a
universities, questioning the qualWooster student considering enrollity and organization of their eduing in an online summer course?
cational system.
Courses at virtual universities Since institutions such as JIU are
accredited, the credits earned in a
such as JIU are written by professors attached to other colleges and virtual setting will transfer to The
universities around the country. The College of Wooster. However, it is
course format, Perley said, "looks the decision of the Registrar and the
academic department whether or
like this: Topic A, two minutes.
Topic B, 13 minutes." The course not to accept this credit "My guess
is that every department would
is then given to adjunct professors
to.'tteach" to their, online student . . raise serious .questions about it,'.
Coutse'.Work'gcfe's'xo'. JceT another - Perley said.

University Professors (AAUP),

.

"

Phone
complaints aired.
Cabinet petitions
available
During yesterday's lunch, the
committee on teleSGA Ad-hphone problems, chaired by Jon
Fancey 03 manned tables to get
reactions of the campus commuX
nity. The committee received 24
7
written complaints.
The most common complaint
was inconsistent billing. Several
people complained about being
billed for numbers they did not
call as well as multiple complaints about poor customer service. Fancey said, "We want to
be treated like customers."
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Hulke vn the soccer field last fall.
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R.fSaioM:Hiles said "Our hearts
and prayers go out to her family."
Christine's parents were vacationing in Mexico for their second
honeymoon when they were informed of Christine's'Sassing. They
promptly
be reunited
mWSt&ffeiUid make ftntefal
arrangements, Karen said. nor
'ftew-hbm?-

b

ChrisTm had holformally declared a major, buWStcording to
'

Athletic Director Bob Malekoff,

who was Christine's advisor,
"Christine was petitioning for a
special major in sports marketing."
Malekoff added that he and Christine had been talking about possible
internships and job opportunities
after college the last time they met.
The official cause offd&h will
not be released for several weeks
pending toxicology results.

Asterisked names have been changed per the request of the students mvolved.

SGA ISeat

insti-tutio-

Havholm echoed Perley's concerns
and cited a comparison between
virtual universities and early cor-

0

member of the Fighting Scot

.

other
schools

tact the school via their web page,
which includes links to an online library, bookstore and various other
"student resources.'
Professors and administrators attached to more traditional institutions are leery of the trend JIU embodies. "It raises real philosophical questions about what higher
education is," said James Perley,
professor of biology and the chair
for the Committee on Accreditation
for the American Association of

rchl

Student

Governmnt Association positions

are currently available at the
Lowry front desk. Open positions
are: President, Vice President of
Student Affairs, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, Treasurer and

Secretary, Director of Student
Services and Special Projects.
,v Applications are due Thursday.
--

Corrections"
Last w.eek's basketball
Red.',, We apologize both

match-u-p

listing identified Kenyon as "Big

to Denison and to Kenyon, whose actual

moniker is The Lords." Oops.
incorrectly listed
Last week's "Sigs face allegations in
the name of the Dean's Hearing Board as the Dean's Judicial Board.
'
Apologies go out to GaJpin.
As journalism is a' human process, there is a constant potential for
f mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in news- The Voice staff strives to avoid such
. gathering, editing, or printing.
. mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it
and promptly correct it. This space exists for that purpose.
i To report errors or register a complaint, please call the Voice office at
'
ext. 2598
or email us at
or
J-Bo-

ard"

on-camp-

us

(330)-263-25-

98

off-camp-us,

voicewooster.edu.

Westminster Presbyterian Church
McGaw Chapel, East University St.
College of Wooster

In case you were wondering or

merely wandering, we're open.
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Council
faculty representatives serving
terms and not succeeding
themselves. The number of administrators would then
four-ye- ar

JL.

about strengthening the executive
side of Campus Council."

White agreed with Thomson,
stating, "Council needs to be more
representative in its focus and less
administrative."
Hickey replied, "I don't see an
executive out there to take care of
these administrative functions" and

be increased from
three to four, with the

Director of Student
Activities serving as
the fourth representative and the chair of the
Charter Committee.

Council member
and Associate Profes

"change the focus a little bit, and
that does worry me very much." He
pointed out that, although Council
includes many campus representatives, it sees little "representative
discussion," using the example of
last year's extensive discussions
of alcohol which "came to noth-

ing because pf no
through."

What we really need is more
addressing of real issues . . .
rather than housekeeping, 99
Thomson said.

sor of Philosophy
Garrett Thomson spoke against the
change, stating, I don't see how
the solution you present solves the

problem." He suggested that

Hickey's proposal would intensify
the Council's administrative function, when "what we really need is
more addressing of real issues ...
rather than housekeeping." He
agreed that continuity is vital but
suggested that "we should think

WE'LL PSSt
YOU 035,000
TOVJARD YOUR

DIPLOMA.

counter-sugges-
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that
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date two executives -one student and one
administrator
to relieve representatives of
Council administrative
and organizational is
sues. He suggested that
such a change would effectively
separate the administrative and executive sides of the organization, so
that administration would take "less
mental space and time when we're
all together."
;

emphasized that administrative
continuity could ensure that the
"(Charter Committee doesn't have

to reconstruct everything from

scratch."
John Rummer, assistant treasurer
and representative of the vice presiThe meeting ended with
dent for finance and business, conRockenstein pointing out that
curred. He said, "In 25 years, I can Council must, before it debates the
remember three years when the terms of a restructuring, decide
whether or not it will restructure at
Charter Committee has bee orga. -:nized.
alL.He suggested that the issue be
n :.
Thomson agreed that "what we tabled until next week's meeting,
'and the suggestion was taken.
need is a penon" to solve the Council organizational problems but reCouncil will discuss possible
changes to its memorandum next
iterated that an increased administrative presence on the board might Tuesday at 1 1 a.m. in Taylor Hall.
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Army Reserve enlistment. ..and over $7,000
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continued from page 1
continuity.
Hickey's proposal mandates that
the number of faculty positions be
decreased from five to four, with

-- T TJjrw
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Montgomery GI E3l...plus
help in paying off a qualified student loan up to
$10,000, if eligible.
YouH usually serve one
weekend a month plus
two weeks' Annual Training. And youTl serve with

...

IT S NEVER TOO LATE TO START . .

Voice!

CALL

X2598

TODAY.

service.

264-114- 6
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

RESERVE
ARMY
www.goarmy.com

.

Join the happy and loving staff of The

an Army Reserve unit
near your campus.
. Over $35,000 toward
college - for part-tim- e
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:
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photo by Ben Spilldenner

Ion Man speaks out
addresses the
Dr. Daniel Ludwigson of the College Physics department
Women in Science program last Monday over dinner. His talk was entitled
"The Hair of the Dog That Woke You: UsingSpynd toQipet Yqu,Wo,rjd. "
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Lindberg: One article too many

Pulling through tragic times

O
O
O

TbtXMfiikrch

The death of Christine Hulke 402 comes as the latest in
what has been a series of blows for die College this year,
following the recent deaths of counselor Beverly Hall
Ogletree-Wood- s
and Rashad Burnley "01. We at the Voice
would like to extend our heartfelt sympathy to Christine's
family and friends for their loss, as well as to all the members of the College community touched by this year's trag'
edies.
The absence of these three individuals will be felt much
further than in their immediate circles; on a campus this
small, no one is left unaffected. While living on a campus
the size of Wooster's can have definite disadvantages
disadvantages typically highlighted in this column - in
instances such as these, it can also be our greatest strength.
The way the College community has pulled together in
times of crisis this year has been nothing short of admi'
'
rable.

To the Editors:

Four years of college haven't
taught Luke Lindberg that conversations over beer are rarely "enlightening." And after too much
Budweiser ("Why Are We Here?"
The Voice, 021700) he sounds like
a pompous,
old fart.
Most outbound seniors screw up
self-righteo- us

miserably when they attempt to reminisce on the sum of their four-yeexperience at college. It's just too
easy to lapse into nostalgia, melancholy and all that pap. But Lindberg
refuses to take it lying down. He's
an inferno at the pulpit, a
moralist for the ages. He's also
just a former "high school detention
magnet" making up for lost time in
u
marathon.
the
ar

froth-spewi-

,

Final Four bound? Almost
The 100th year of Scot basketball could be the best of
them all. After a first round bye, the Scots will begin the
charge towards a national title with Saturday's game
against either Ohio Northern or Benedictine (Illinois.).,.
Despite the NCAA putting every good team in Division
111 in one half of the bracket, and the top four teams all
in the same sectional bracket the Scots still have a legitimate shot at .making it to the Final Four.
But before the Scots make plans for Salem, Saturday's
game awaits. Just two years ago the Scots were awarded
a first round bye, but were upset by John Carroll. This ;
year's team is better than the Scots of 98, but if they are
d
match- - '.
caught looking ahead to a possible
up against number one Calvin, the Polar Dears or Eagles
couli sneak out of Timken with a winv
This is undoubtedly the best Scot term to take the floor
in years and they deserve a respectful crowd on Satur-ily. Barring an upset of the other teams in .2 Sectional,.
Saturday's game will be the final home game for the
.

ng

holier-than-tho-

His targets are slackers the
people who supposedly "don't do
anything." The ones wh'o'pay'a:
hundred grand to go here then
spend their time idling, skipping
classes and playing video games.

now employ many of those
naysayers, and our stupefying success will ensure that they retire to
a healthy Social Security. And we
put an end to their
by
gathering in Seattle for a display of
social activism to match anything
they did in the '70s.
The point is, don't berate those
who appear to "do nothing," especially not in patronizing tones. The
College knows how to take care of
them it's called academic probation and, ultimately, withdrawal.
The remaining ones are as smart as
a whip, and ready to challenge
Lindberg for his share of the pie.
Besides, in this
age
of irony, only two people have ever
reflected on whole college experiences without sounding" like total
windbags. Mary Schmich, the
original author of the "Sunscreen
Song," is one of them. The other is
not Luke Lindberg.

His advice: "If you don't care about
learning, go home."
My advice: save the bitching till
you're a parent. It'll come in handy
then to lament the crumbling morals
and the debilitating apathy of the
younger generation. The way our el-

"tut-tuttin-

ders did as Generation X rounded the

corner on the nineties and headed for
the millennial home stretch. Think
back to a time when "Generation X"
was synonymous with "slacker,"
"loser" and other condescending epithets. When grunge rock was supposedly sapping our activism, careerism
Then Kevin
and
Smith was our patron saint, and the
"whatever" attitude was our Lord's
Prayer. The boomers feared we'd
wallow forever in our angst, our indifference and our video games.
In the meantime, we pulled the
rug out frorn'beneath them. We created the
wave that drives
the current economic boom. Some
of us ride its crest as the youngest
CEOs and millionaires ever. We
upward-mobilis-

m.

post-Seinfe-

dot-co- m

g"

ld

Ishtiaq Ghafoor '00

Emerson: offensive and wrong

third-roun-

,

;

;

ScOtS.

'

;

.
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;

Saturday fans will see a team unfazed by their own '
accomplishments and poised to make a run to Salem.
;
Speaking of represents the views of the majority of the Editorial Board.
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a fact

nts

pre-judgeme-

law-abidi-

E-m-

8:

My point remains that Mr. Emerson
holds strong beliefs and feelings
specifically about Arabs and MusEven after extorting a much
lims and that too often this reality
needed round of applause followgets the best of him. It is a fact that
ing his convoluted answer to my
his (crusader-like- )
questions, Steven Emerson, would
strong' feelings
and
not abide by the unwritten rule of
led him to
open debates: graciously affording
jump into (dead) wrong concluyour adversary of the moment the
sions in three high profile cases:
opportunity of a rebuttal. I was
The Oklahoma City bombing. Pan Am flight 103 and
left with the dilemma of heckling U is
that his (crUSdder- Mr.
him (definitely not my style) or Uke) strong feelings
TWA flight 800.
pre- letting stand a startling amount of . . ,
Emerson's clever rhetoric
, .
J1 , . .
misrepresentations, which he judgements ledtlim tOJUUip
cannot mask this. His statemanaged to fold into his answer, into (dead) Wrong Conclusions
ment that "everybody" did
Erica BarnhiU's article convinced (n three high profile COSeS...
the same with regard to
me that even a (long) belated re
Oklahoma City is a very
sponse is in order. However, I am
poor defense for an "exsatisfied that, all along, the percepin just a few sentences, Mr. pert."
tive audience of the Feb 15 "Great Emerson linked me to a terrorist
A "round up the usual suspects"
group trying to harm him. He alDecisions" series must have nomentality flows from this attitude that
leged (wrongly!) that I got my quoleads to a slippery and dangerous
ticed that Mr. Emerson, unwittingly, validated the points my tations from their website. It never slope. Millions of decent,
occurred to him that anyone could
questions were making.
and (yes) patriotic
First, he astonished many by exview his documentary, read his Americans are stereotyped and vicposing his total ignorance of the writing and (without the help of timized as indeed was the case beissues surrounding the "School of some terrorist cell) conclude that fore Timothy McVeigh was arrested
he's no expert! For example, a 5
the Americas." Any COW first-yeand later convicted for the Oklahoma
1991 New York Times reviewer of City Bombing. Pushed to its extreme,
IR student knows that graduit could lead to a scenario depicted
ates of this U.S. military training his book stated it exhibits "... a perb
in the movie "Under Siege." This is
vasive
and
institution committed or were involved in tens of thousands of murbias" in addition to numerous
and it is wrong. Mr.
ders of civilians, in Central and inaccuracies. I certainly condemn Emerson's rhetoric makes it easy to
South America over decades. any attempt to silence Mr. Emerson believe that this may be the price to
American citizens, including five or threaten his life. He is certainly pay to "fight terrorism." I still do not
right that we are all in danger when agree.
nuns and indigenous clergymen,
were among their victims. For the preferred weapon becomes the
.IfoHbacar N'Riiyz,.Ph-D- .
mass killing of innocent civilians.
years, Human Rights brgaiizations,
Black StudiesPolitical Science
--

The Wooster Voice is a newspaper of The College of Wooster community, managed and produced entirely by
students. The Voice is published each Thursday of the academic school year, except during examinations and
breaks.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the entire student body, faculty, college administration, or
Kmc? staff. I nsined hditonxts xrc wnnm by mcmheri of the Voice editorial tuanl Bylined pieces, columns and
letters to the editor reflect the opinions of the writers.
The Voice encourages all letters to the editors. Letters must include a telephone number, and they must be
is encouraged. The
received by 5 p m. on Monday for Thursday's publication. Electronic submissions via
Voice reserves the right to hold and grammatically proof any letter which it receives.
Subscnpotins to the Warfare S37 per year and S25 per semester. Overseas subscriptions are S55 and S45. respectively.
The College of Wooster. Wooster.
All correspondence should be addressed to The WoosterVoice. Box
Fax (330)
voiceacs.woosler.edli.
OH 446 I: telephone (3301
263-259-

academics and members of Congress denounced Ujs misuse of
U.S. tax dollars. Even if by Mr.
Emerson's bizarre definition of ter--.
rorism these acts do not qualify, any
.. "expert" on terrorism worth his salt
must know about them at the least.
Second .and most importantly,
without knowing me "from Adam,"

To the Editors:
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A word for recycling
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time coordinator. There is much
in this program that Wooster faculty, staff and students should he
proud of. Most of all. you should
appreciate your recycling workers.
We work in all kinds of weather in
jobs on
one of the most hands-ocampus. The recycling workers are
amazing! I've watched the students
pulling any manner of
items from bins, compact
over 200 pounds of cardboard per
day, maneuver a large vehicle
around illegally parked cars and all
the while doing it in good humor.
We make a point to have fun during our shifts because the work we
do can be very hard. I would contend that I have one of the best
staffs on campus!
So, Wooster students, keep recycling. You can never recycle
too much. Jon's original intent
was correct. We do need to think
about our consumption, but that
is a story for another day. For
now, you can take pride in your
recycling program and if you get
a chance, thank a recycler!

Two weeks ago, in the upper
right hand corner of the front page,
a small quotation appeared. This
quotation was from an SGA senator. Jon Fancey '03, who also works
for the recycling department. The
quotation stated, "We recycle too
much." When I first saw this, I was
amazed! You can never recycle too
much What was this? After speaking to Jon, I found out that his
words were taken out of context
and that was only part of his statement. The part that went unquoted
had Jon speaking about the need to
reduce our consumption before we
even get to recycling.
I am writing this letter because I
see it as an opportunity. An opportunity to say to The College of
Wooster, "No, you are not recycling
too much" and an opportunity to
showcase our recycling program.
Each month, the recycling pro-

n

non-recyclab-
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Religion class proves inspirational
VUJDOV
Staring down at the course catalogue at the beginning of this semester, I was wondering what class
might fill the void left by the scheduling staff. I'm sure they try their
best, but ending" up with Chinese
II, Intro, to Organic Cooking and
two open slots, I was not exactly
carrying a full load at the time.
Never mind how every

other school in the

that there could be more to our cul
ture than meets the eye.
What Profgssor Sylvan is dying
to get at is mat God can be found
in the realms of music, sports, mov-

ies and computers. When one
thinks about it, that is all anyone is
doing these days. Examples of this
phenomena include the heightened
sense of spirituality feh when a certain song is played or concert is attended. How athletes may fall into

Our Creator might not exactly be

It's annoying to believe in God,
there are too many rules that I always break." But then this same
person might turn around and throw
in his favorite disc and get completely caught up in it. This might
be a religious experience. Or he
might 'watch ''Star Wars" for the
54 time. I have news for him, "Star
Wars" is full of religious meaning.
The old saying that God is all
around us still applies. He didn't
go away because we
became educated and

world schedules by a hanging out in the
startedA
inf to on- court, but this
certs. And when these
computer, wc uccu iu ,r
wniLinvv hnn vhnwn wmt
wrvm w
w vthat
vw there
athletes are praising
make sure that we
culture than meets Jesus after games, He
schedule the way I did could be more to
might just be listening.
in high school.
the eye.
You might read this
every
had
Anyway, I
slot filled except for one. While "the zone," an extreme sense of and think that I am nuts. Hell, I
scanning the catalogue, I came confidence that usually is followed thought Sylvan was nuts when the
upon one particular course entitled by success on the field, is another class first started. But the next time
that you can't miss with your putter,
example.
"Topics of Religion in Popular Cuor a song just takes you away from
These performances are often
lture." The title sounded good
Maybe God or some what you are doing, stop and think
enough for me, so I decided to show
higher power had something to do who is behind this current state.
up on the first day of classes.
course,
with it. These examples can be You just might find what I did, and
the
introducing
When
Professor Robin Sylvan told the found in many different aspects of I promise it won't disappoint you.
our popular culture today.
class that he is interested in explorJoe Vardon is a guest columnist
The point of this is not to pimp
ing the notion that God is not dead,
for The Wooster Voice.
Sylvan's class. It is up to the reader
but very much alive in today's modsemesnext
up
sign
to
if they want
ern popular culture. This explanation was not enough for me. Was ter. What I am getting at is that
he trying to tell me that God has Sylvan has a valid message here.
been hanging around on MTV and There are so many people today
at shopping malls all this time? Our who believe that God or religion is
Callx2598 with column
dead, and they think they are esCreator might not exactly be hanging' out in the food court, but this caping all of that by devoting their
ideas. orXeild at x4442.l
has shown me time to pop culture. One might say.
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Let your voice
be heard!

off-the-wall-cla- ss

gram collects around 30,000
pounds of materials from this
campus and from our community
drop off site. We recycle 20 different items and are one of the
few small schools that has a full- -

le

Martha J. Alarie
Recycling Coordinator

Apology to recyclers
ies of The New York Times from the
same day and a pile of Time, all
from the same week. Residents on
my hall could easily consolidate
their subscriptions and share newspapers and magazines. Not only
would they reduce the amount of
paper waste, they could also save
quite a bit of money.
Another example where reduction would be effective can be observed in the computer labs around
campus. The printers commonly
spit out additional sheets of paper
along with a document. Instead of
tossing blank sheets of paper into
the recycling bin, place them back
into the printer. Also, print rough
drafts and other miscellaneous
documents on the backs of scrap
paper.

To the Editors:

In last week's (Feb 17, 2000) isof The Voice, the front page featured a quote I made at a Student
Government Association meeting
on Feb 16th. I stated "We recycle
too much ..." I am appealing to the
campus community to not take my
words literally, but to place them
within an appropriate context.
I have been an employee of the
Recycling Department since the beginning of the school year and I am
an advocate for environmental issues both on and off the Wooster
campus. The Recycling Department, coordinated by Martha
Alarie, is an excellent program that
benefits our community in several
ways. If I could, I would revise my
words to "We need to Reduce, Reuse and Recycle ..." The blue recycling bins that are seen in every
residence hall and academic building make it extremely easy for everyone to recycle a vast array of
materials.
Fortunately, many of us at
Wooster recycle on a daily basis.
However, I believe many of us do
not make an effort to reduce and
reuse. - Often, the paper recycling
bin on myJialLcontains several ppp-- ?
sue

--

Reducing apd reusing are

simple habits that can be practiced everyday, just as often as
recycling. I would also like to extend an apology to the staff of the
Recycling Department and the
students, faculty and staff here at
Wooster who support the department by taking an active role in
participating in reduction, reusing
and recycling.
,
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of liberal arts
The
philosophy
student
one
Just
Hustwit studies CasteU, Woo professor and philosopher
Timothy Hagen

Staff Writer
Liberal arts education. Have you
ever wondered what these three

pi

words, when placed together,
mean? Ron Hustwit, professor of
philosophy at The College of
Wooster since 1967, certainly does.
On Wednesday, Hustwit presented to a gathering of students
and faculty a lecture entitled "The
Idea of a Liberal Arts Education:
Albury Castell and the Philosophy of Education," a compilation
of thoughts and ideas based primarily on the work of Albury
Castell.
After having taught at the Universities of Minnesota and Oregon,
Castell arrived at Wooster in 1963
and joined the department of philosophy. During that time he wrote
books, inseveral
cluding "The Self in Philosophy,"
"A College Logic," and "Introduction to Modern Philosophy." He re- - tired in 1972.
Hustwit said, "Castell had a sig- -'
nificant influence on me as I taught
with him during my first years at
Wooster." He added that
"Castell's ideas on the liberal arts
college were shaped largely by his

inir
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well-renown- ed

.

Marie Shannon '01

David. Lohr

wx
Features Editor

Many students make a point

of

keeping in contact with their
grandparents while they are at
school. But visiting other
people's grandparents is fairly

Working with senior citizens
can be rewarding, but it s also
difficult at times. "It's great because I've gotten to know a lot
of mem, and a lot of them don't
have family, so they really enjoy
it when we visit, having someone
to share their lives with," she said.
"But it's really tough when you lose
someone you've gotten close to."
Shannon said that, for her, the
best part of volunteering is knowing she helped brighten someone's

unheard of. However, J. Marie
Shannon '01, an English major
from Oxford, Ohio, does it on a
weekly basis.
For the last two years. Shannon
has participated in
people
"Love is Age- - "A lot
.

of

less," the small work with
house program of

children,

hut the elderly are
Culbertson often overlooked,"
House. Shannon Shannon said. "We
volunteers at the saw n nlir.p. wp .
Horn
in Wooster ould really make a
Center Jwc2sS
the residents of

.-

-

experience at The College of
Wooster."
Hustwit, with the assistance of
the College's Special Collections
Librarian, Denise Monbarren, researched Castell's written documents for roughly two years. These

day. "One time
last semester we
had a
non-alcoho-

documents' topics consisted of
three primary themes: basic philosophy of mind and logic philosophy of education, and philosophy
of a liberal arts college.

lic

happy hour.

They were, a lot.
like college lads
asking for more
' she
beer."
laughed. "I really

"Castell

was interested
in the preparation of teach-

enjoyed seeing

ers," stated

them at an activ- once a week for difference.
'
ity they actually
two hours. A lot
of volunteer programs work with - wanted to be at." ' - "
Volunteering may also help
children, but this is the only one
with senior citizens. . A kt of change the elderiy's opinion of
people work with children, but the "kids these days." "It's really sat-

elderly are often overlooked,"
said.' "We saw a place we
could really make a difference."

isfying to show them that kids

Sh--ann-on

Shannon said she helps out
whereever she is needed.

"We

talk to them a lot, visit their
rooms, help set up for activities
like the Superbowl party and just
generally help the residents. Oc
casionally I'll give one a mari- cure,

td--'

seem on the news," Shannon said.
Shannon also said she is grateful for the College's support I
think the College has a great ap- proach to volunteering. It is en- couraged and there are plenty of
opportunities available, many of
;which students may not think of

logic, a logic which attempted to

better understand the question:

!

I

What does it mean to be human?
Humanity was described as being
"an explorer," and that philosophy was an ideal, a "queen disci-

pline", for understanding this

m

I

'i

i

photo by Amelia Kays

question since it, according to
both Hustwit and Castell, "provides an overall, general understanding

of all the arts. It is

in-

clusive."
Castell's logic focused extensively on articulating the differ
ences be- -

with both words and
numbers, " Hustwit said,

proceeded to explore Castell's

T

Former Wooster professor Ron Hustwit.

"Students should be literate

Hustwit, adding "Castell supported the foundational training for the professions
as groundwork for advanced training. Students should be literate with
both words and numbers.'
After establishing general structures and definitions, Hustwit then

day aren't as horrible as they

MIMIM--

I

photo by Ben Spieldenner

1

wntes

pfocessTs,
agents be
ing those

which can reason and create action.
Processes, then, are those which
can be explored by agents. Castell

Yo

categorized the "sciences" as the
study of processes and the "humanities" as the study of agents.
Both "disciplines," however, are
stuneeded for a
dent.
"well-educate-

d"

Hustwit's presentation then
delved into Castell's epistemologi-ca- l
questions, those concerned with
the funding of schools to education

and the removal of ignorance.
Hustwit supported the idea that students and faculty alike explore the
assumptions, meanings and purposes associated with a liberal arts
education.
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Beer permit

69-7- 0:

As Printed in The Wooster Voice in
Late yesterday afternoon, Sy
of the approval

1969-197-

r

0

try to examine the various facets
of drugs. Louria, president of the
New York State Council on Drug
Addiction, gave a sizzling,
speech warning of the particular dangers of each drug. He
indicated at one point that only 10
percent of the mescaline bought
on the street was pure; the rest is
cut with STP, LSD and frequently
:
strychnine.
Student reaction to the conference was generally positive, al-

Inc. was informed

of its 3.2 beer permit for the
Shack. The announcement may
have come just in time for the rash
activities
of
with a tentative reopening scheduled for St Patrick's Day. Needless to say, the beer will be green."
The D--l permit, which provides
for carryout and on premise sales,
is the culmination of nearly 1 1
months before the State Liquor
Control Board. In its final action,
commission overa three-ma- n
turned a December rejection of
the application,

fact-lad-

post-IS-quarter-ex- am

"

en

t.

-

:

V

-

was voiced by the way various

presentations were handled.

Particular disgust was directed
toward one
had been denied
movie which
ftfere
of
. .
was brought
.. possession
because of prox- imity
to marijuana brings a two in. Narrated
we s t m i n s t e t to 15 year sentence.
by Sonny (of
Church and op white giving ajoint to a Cher), its most
permit

"4

though some disappointment

--

The

7

-

r

minor can put someone
Denina DOTS JOr llj ?.

neighbors. Furl
ther investiga- -

tion, however,

,'

showed a political road block set
by the area's powerful State Representative to the General Assembly. This appeared evident during the appeal proceedings as one
commissioner reported, "who was
passing the buck on this one?"
Gus Syriqs, president of Sy
Inc., noted his pleasure with the
approval of the application in a
conversation with the Voice. He
went on to express an eagerness
to reopen as early as March 17,
St Patrick's Day. "We intend to
continue as a place for college stu-

dents to come,

'

;

,

:

Syrios com-

complimen

9

.

.

All speakers agreed the only
way to work out the drug problem is through education, not fear
instilled by absurdly cruel laws.
Charles Clarke, chairman on the
Cleveland Drug Abuse Committee, in examining some of ihe.
statutes which are presently in
effect in Ohio, revealed the state
has some of the toughest drug
laws in the country, Mere possession of marijuana brings a two to
15 year sentence, while giving a
joint to a minor pan put some
one behind bars for life. The
,

David Lohr
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Miller, known as "Flinty" to his
friends, has been "flintknapping"
since he was 12 years old, making
mostly knife blades and arrow and
spear points. "My grandfather got
me into collecting arrowheads.
When I was 12 years old, my dad
and I went to a gem and mineral
show and saw someone demonstrating flintknapping," he said
while sitting under a tree carefully
shaping a piece of flint "He invited me to sit down and learn the
basics how to hold the stone and
how to strike it so I did. When I
got home I got some deer antlers,
made a tool kit and started practic-- ;

-

Part of the fun of flintknapping
comes from its primitive nature.
"This is what people have done for
2JS million years," Miller said, "but
I most replicate Native American
artifacts from the Paleo to the
Periods 1 2,000 - to
500.b.p. Miller doesn't use mod
b-P-

about getting energy into the

EBay.com, an online auction site,
flintknapping has its own category.

art's growing popularity, on
He said he sells the replicas to artifact collectors for $5 to $10 an inch.

"This is what people
said.

Mis-sissippi- an

:

trying to figure out what they were
doing where they hit the stone, how
hard and what tools they used."
The hobby has also proven to he
profitable for Miller. A sign of the

have done for 2.5
million years, " Miller

ing"

Longdistance

ern hammers to sculpt the stone,
but primitive tools like deer antlers.
One would think a deer antler
wouldn't be hard enough to shape
flint, he said, "but it's not about
how hard you hit the stone. It's
stone and detaching a flake."
Miller also quarries the stone
himself from Flint Ridge near Columbus the largest flint quarry in
the Midwest and from the Upper

chert."

Drug conference

A new long distance rate has
just gone into effect. It costs 35
any place in
cents to direct-dithe country between 1 1 p.m. and
8 aura. After your first three min- ufes. hpwe.yef, the phpne cpm- -

Features Editor

How many people can say their
favorite hobby is 2.5 million years
old? Michael Miller '02 can. The
Louisville, Ohio native is an expert
at "flintknapping," which he described as "the art of making
stone implements out of flint or

year sentence.

of 400 that

NNUI

Sophomore an expert in the art of "flintknapping 99

highscTioblish

"

tion as a whole is sadly in the dark
when it comes to understanding
.
the medical effects of acid. :
Misconceptions and ignorance
surrounding drugs was a constant
theme in the five day conference
from Feb.
which brought
in experts from around

I

He doing it like a caveman

jectives
vere "absurd.
s t a g e d

No one could fault the authori-- .
ties for the facts and personal experiences they brought to the conference; however, more than a few
"Anybody who uses this drug students commented that so much
attention has been given to limehas to be sick, foolhardy or ignolighting
the disastrous aspects of
rant, warned Dr. Donald Louria,
that there has been a
drugs,
the
speaking at the drug conference's
overlook medical retendency
to
kickoff session of LSD's ability
could indicate the
which
search
to. cause permanent chromosome
.aspects of
beneficial
potential
breakage. He left little doubt in v
drugs.
some
.;
na-t
bis audience
the
:

SPIH-D-

Michael Miller '02 shows off some of his handiwork in the Douglass formal lounge.

possession of a hypodermic
needle caa bring a one to five

mented. "We also have some new
ideas we'd like to try." Old movies may be one of these innovations.
s

PHOTO BY BKN

.

Mercer flint quarries in Coshocton
county. "It's really great insight
into ancient people's lifeways, seeing how they used to do things,"
he added.
Flintknapping's popularity has
grown immensely in the last decade. When Miller began there
1,000
about
only
were
flintknappers nationwide. .That
number has grown to approximately 5,000.
While there are a few textbooks
on flintknapping to provide beginning with basic information,
he said the best way to learn is
"by studying ancient artifacts and

.

Miller also makes and throws
atlatl, a wooden device used for
throwing spears. Atlatl is the Aztec word for "spear thrower." "It
basically adds an extra joint to your
arm, so you can throw almost 10
times as hard," Miller said. A
member of the World Atlatl Asso- ciation and the Ohio Atlatl Association, Miller is currently ranked
seventh in the state. Competing
about twice a year, he estimates he
can throw accurately from approximately 30 yards.
At the College, Miller is an Archaeology major and geology minor, as result of his interest in
flintknapping. "I'd like to be an
archaeology professor, or maybe a
museum curator," said Miller. He
also maintains his own webpage

dedicated to flintknapping at,
http:come.todig, as well as
serving as webmaster for the
College's Archaeology department Career Services Office and
Registrar's Office.
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Twelve actors, sixty characters, three amazing shows
Under Milk Wood" takes center stage this weekend
Molly McKinney
Arts

&

seen before," Sharma said, "In addition to getting the lines right, you
have a lot of blocking." The lines
are so important because actors are
portraying their characters through
language. The entire characterization is in a line, more so than in
other plays," cast member Aaron
Schwartz bord '03 said.
"Under Milk Wood" is very different from other Wooster productions. Eric Pilko '03, who was in

way. This poses an interesting challenge to the actor who is on stage,

Etrtaimet Editor

body and all." Jamie Alter '03
found playing a blind character to
be a challenge. "It was difficult to
sit still for 10 minutes and just stare
at a red light," Alter said,
The cast includes six men and six
women, but the play was written for
60 characters. This means that each
dast member plays between four
and seven different characters, and
is onstage for the duration of the
performance. "It's nice to be able
to play with different characterizations and visualization," Liliona
Quarmyne '01 said. Victoria Wilson '02 found the character changes
easier because they are so extreme.
"In one minute I go from a sweet
young girl to an old woman," Wilson said.
One aspect that adds to the difficulty is the on stage costume
change. "It's one of the hardest
costume changes I've ever done,"
cast member Katie Hammond"Q3
said. The poetic language of the
play adds more to the challenge.
"It's probably far and away the
most complicated piece I've ever
done," Doug Weed '01 said. "Each
word means something."

Imagine yourself on a stage playing up to six different characters.
There are no props, only the stage
itself, a few crates and an array of
blowsy fabric. You have costume
changes, but they are all executed
on stage, and must be done in only
a few seconds. You become your
characters through one primary
medium: your voice.i
This was the challenge that 12
Wooster students accepted when
they were cast in Dylan Thomas'
"Under Milk Wood." Set in a small
fishing village in Wales in the
spring, "Under Milk Wood" traces

j

one day, from the characters'
dreams in the night, to the daily
activities and return to darkness and
sleep through poetic verse. The
name of the village, Llareggub
("bugger all" backwards), is one of
the many plays on names that Thomas incorporated into his play.
Written as '"a play for voices,"
"Under Milk Wood" was intended
for radio performance and was first
broadcast on the BBC in 1953.
With no written stage direction, the
actors must rely on their costumes,
body language and voices to portray their array of characters. "The
show is very technically hard," cast
member Shannon Sonenstein 01
said. Amelia Lorenz '01 called the
play "very abstract. It was written
as a play for voices, and Alan
Walworth is still directing it that

last semester's "Something's

Afoot," commented on the differences. "This play is less raucous
than 'Something's Afoot,'" Pilko
said. "It's very beautiful and elo'
quent. Theatre here at Wooster al"Victoria Wilson '02. Liliona Quarmyne
ways continues to impress me."
Production Stage Manager Jessie
Slater '01 was also faced with the really been able to connect to the
challenge of stage managing a play characters and the language. It's
been a great experience," she
for the first time. "With 60 different characters and 12 actors on added. Cast member Alex Cox '03
stage at all times, it's been very found his very first theatre experience enjoyablr "I'm enjoying this
challenging, especially during technical rehear,"iSlatej;8ai4d"aut immensely," Cox said, "and I've
learned a lot"
it's been neat to see a production
There are a number of important
from the beginning to the end."
details that are conducted behind
Though the actors have been exthe scenes in any play, and "Under
periencing compressed rehearsals
Milk Wood" is no exception. Both"
since the beginning of this semester, the ideas for "Under Milk the lighting and sound must be preWood" have been in progress for cise in order to convey the message
poetry and aid the acalmost a year. "Alan Walworth
told me about this a year ago," cast tors in their character roles. Lightmember Siddhartha Bose '01 said, ening Designer Adam Howarth '00
"I love Dylan Thomas and I love and Sound Designer Annalise
the play, and I'm happy that the Albright '00 are using their talents
theatre department has chosen to transform the stage into a Welsh
fishing village, and are meeting resomething as different as this."
Assistant Director Ingrid Paredes quirements for their senior I.S.
'01 credited the success of the play projects in the process.
Costumes are an integral part of
to the actors. "It's been challenging, but the cast has come a long this production as well. Designed
way," Paredes said. "They have by Professor Kim Douglas Vaughn,

...

ii

re-tal-

Memorization and blocking
added to the difficulty. "Memorization is a lot harder," Hammond

of-Thom- as

said, "you couldn't just read

through it, and if you miss a line,
you can't just improv." Nikita
Sharma '01 agreed with Hammond.
"It's not like anything I've ever

,

ly

-

v

-

.

photo by Amelia Kays
'01 and Amelia Lorenz '01 perform.

the actors each wear a base outfit,
and add and take away as needed
for each character.
If you would like to learn more
about this production, there are
three events available to those attending the play. Prior to the Thursday performance, Scenic Designer
Tymberley Wittrig, Howarth arfd
Albright will discuss the design
process, from conceptualization to
show night, in Shoolroy Theatre at
7:30 p.m.
Following the Friday performance, Director Alan Walworth
and cast, crew and designers will
discusparticipate in a
sion.
discussion
The final
will be held prior to the Saturday
performance in Shoolroy at 7:30
p.m. Walworth will discuss the
poetry of Dylan Thomas and its relationship to "Under Milk Wood."
Tickets are required for the production, and can be purchased
through the Freedlander Box Office
General admission is
at
$8, senior tickets $2, students from
other schools $2.50 and Wooster
faculty, staff, alumni and their famipost-sho- w

pre-sho- w

263-224- 1.
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Recital shows the serious side of crazy quad player

Molly McKinney

arguably the greatest pianist of all
time. But Himes does not always
look to others for influence. "I'm
influenced by everything I listen to,
but at the same time, you can't always be influenced, you have to
make your own way," Himes said.
"Part of the thing of being a piano
player is being unique, giving it
your own voice, seeing what you
can do with it."
Aside from his piano studies,
Himes has been a four-yemember
of the Scot marching band, has
played in the percussion ensemble
and was a charter member of the
"Line of Gold," Wooster's competitive drumline. Himes enjoyed the

Arts & Entrtainment Editor
You may know Kevin Himes'00
as the crazy quad player who prac-

tically lays on the track while playing percussion with the Scot marching band Or you may know him from
Yetis, a popular
the
Irish folk band at Wooster, as he
played everything from trash cans to
walls with a pair of drumsticks. But
this weekend, you can see another
side to Himes as he presents his senior recital on the piano.
Himes father taught him to play
the piano when he was in kindergarten. In second grade, he began
to take lessons. When Himes was
an eighth grader in nearby Dalton,
he started studying under Wooster
music professor Dr. Brian Dykstra,
with whom he continues to study.
now-disband- ed

"He's the reason

I

ar

drumline experience, and said he "enjoyed the opportunity to work with
a great group of people." Further-

more, his experiences with the
Yetis, of which he was a member,
were what Himes called "the best
time of my life."
Himes will begin his performance with J.S. Bach's "Prelude
and Fugue in E flat minor," followed by Haydnii "Fantasia." He

came to

Wooster," Himes said. "Working
with him is wonderful, something

I'm really going to miss."
Himes is also influenced by other
piano greats such as Franz Liszt,

.r:s;-J-

.

I'

Movies 10

3)

(

( 1 1 :35,

(11:30,
(11:40,
(11:55,
(12:10,

1

2:00) 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
2:10) 4:45, 7:20, 9:55
2:20) 4:40, 7:25, 9:50
2:40)5:10,7:40, 10:10

e

College by the composer last semester, "Cluster Cloth" was dedicated to Himes. Himes will finish
the performance with Tom Turpin's
e
"A
Nightmare," a piece
he enjoys.
Though uncertain about what he
wants to do after graduation, Himes
sees graduate school sometime in
his future.
- Himes credits the
music department at Wooster for his training.
"You usually don't think of a small
liberal arts college as having a good
music department, but Wooster's is
just as good as any undergraduate
Rag-Tim-

fac-luleyhewaregfiatl'They

v-

PHOTO

by Amfxia Lokknz

for his upcoming senior recital.

show begins at 10 p.m. and is $.50.
x

This 1998 film tells the story of
the journey of two young Native
Americans. When Thomas (Evan
Adams) parents are killed in a 1976
fire, he is rescued by a stranger,
Arnold (Casey Farmer). Soon after, Arnold leaves his family, including his wild son Victor (Adam
Beach). When Thomas learns of
Arnold's death, he offers Victor
money to travel to retrieve his body,
but only if Thomas can come along.
7:30 p.m., Mateer, Free!

Theatre Production
"Under Milk Wood"
The lives of the inhabitants of a
small Welsh fishing village are

(12:55)4:00,7:05, 10:00
(12:05, 2:05) 4:05, 6:05

(11:45,2:15)4:55,7:35, 10:05

brought to the stage through Dylan
Thomas "Under Milk Wood," a
"play for voices." The play will run
tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8: 5
p.m. in the Freedlander Theatre.
Tickets are free to students, and can
be
through
the
reserved
Freedlander Box Office at x224 .

) Saturday and Sunday shows only

1

I

Comedienne
' Tina Giorgi makes a stop in
.
Wooster at' the Underground. The

Checkers, arid later turns to them as his
secret advisors during the Watergate
scandal
8:30 p.m., Mateer. $1

Sunday:

Concert
The Scot Symphonic Band
The band performs such selections as "Of Sailors and Whales" and
"Sea Songs," as well as Professor
Jack Gallagher's original composition, "A Psalm of Life." The concert
kicks off the band's week long Spring
Break tour to the Midwest and St.
Louis.
4 p.m., McGaw Chapel
Wednesday:

Williams, of

Black Arts Festival
"Three Ways Home"
Professor Dale Shields directs
this production featuring Josh
Bammel '02, Justine Carr '00 and

Dawson's Creek fame) wander off during a tour of trie White House, they meet
President Nixon. Nixon makes the girls
his official dog walkers for the infamous

Sarah Hamilton '01 . The production
will be in McGaw Chapel at 8:15
p.m. Tickets can be purchased
through the Lbwry Front Deik.

Saturday:
Saturday Film Series

1

citi- -

Friday:

Friday Film Series
"Smoke Signals"

spring break, and many students are
under pressure. Whether it is LS.,
midterms or an overload of class
assignments, these are all good excuses to take time to enjoy any one
of the many campus activities in the
upcoming week:
Thursday:

Izens

-

'

Arts & Entrtainment Editor
There is only a week left until

(2:30) 7:30
(11:50, 2:25) 4:50, 7:10, 9:40
7:55, 10:20

345-875- 5.

...

v

what they're doing, and have turned
out a lot of talented people.
The recital will be held this Sun- day at 7:30 p.m. in Gault Recital
Hall in Scheide.

Molly McKinney

(12:00)5:05,10:15

For complete listings any time, call
"

Baldwin-Wallac-

o

o

Duda's piece, "Cluster Cloth." First

performed at

:'Y

Have some fun before heading out

:55) 4: 1 5, 6:55, 9:25

General Admission $5.75 for adults,
$3.75 for shows before 6 p.m., children and senior

----

mance of Professor Theodore

Kevin Himes '00 rehearses

Sorry, no passes.

----

'

Kabalevsky.
Himes will premiere two pieces at
his recital. The first, "A Study in Introspection," was written by Himes
himself, a piece he describes as being "out there." Himes will also be
presenting the first Wooster perfor-

natty know

Cinemarls

3)

his favorites, Liszt's "Dante Sonata,"

as well as "Sonata No. 3" by

conservatory,' Himes said. "The

Beginning Friday at

My Dog Skip (PG)
What Planet
AreiYou From (R)
Wonder Boys (R)
Hanging Up (PG-1Reindeer Games (R)
Pitch Black (R)
Scream 3 (R)
Snow Day (PG)
The Beach (R)
The Cider House
Rules (PG-1The Tigger Movie (G)
The Whole Nine Yards (R)

then performs a piece from one of

--

"Dick"
When Betsy (Kirsten Dunst) and

Arlene (Michelle

Sports
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Scots roll, despite bad fans

Trashing of Wabash's Estelle shows fan ignorance
Luke Lindberg

Editor

-in-

-Chief

For anyone who attended
basketball
Saturday's
game, it was extremely clear to anyone in the gymnasium who the better team was.
The Scots couldn't have played
better. They shot 57 percent from
the floor. They got great performances off the bench, as well as
solid minutes from their starting
five. They scored 114 points. Most
NBA teams don't do that. In my
opinion, this is the best squad we
have bad here in my four years, and
that's saying a lot compared with
the three great teams Wooster featured in the past three seasons.
But one gaping hole was left exScot-Waba-

sh

posed in the sweet success of
Saturday's NCAC championship:
the performance of our fans. Once
again, we put on a pretty embarrassing display of sportsmanship, as we
tend to do from game to game. I'm
not talking about people who get
cranked for games and cheer on the

Scots throughout the entire

40-min-

did while still playing so well.
And, yes, we showed him some
real Wooster hospitality. Talking
about his sister (if he even has one)
was one I heard to try and take him
off his game. Taunting him when
we were up by 30 points with about
five minutes left was another. Nice
work, guys. Judging by those five
or six straight three pointers that he
hit in the second half, your heckling really did the job in shutting
him down.

Coach Moore and his squad,
clearly the better team, centered the
whole defensive strategy around
Estelle, who, despite fantastic defense from Antwyan Reynolds '02
and others, was still able to hit a
number of unbelievable shots.
John Ellenwood 00, Ryan Pedon

r

'00 and the rest of their Scot squad
had nothing but respect for him.
The entire team congratulated him
at the conclusion of the game on a
great career. The Scots showed they
are a class act. We didn't Anyone
who had a word to say about Estelle
is not only a bad fan, they're just
blatantly moronic.
' We host a tournament game Saturday. The Scots will be ready to
take their first postseason steps toward a conference championship.
Hopefully, we will be too. Although
our basketball team is a group of
athletes and human beings, some of us appear not to be.
top-not- ch

Congratulations to the Scots.
Hopefully we can reward you with
some constructive fan participation
on Saturday.

rchl

Track team prepares
for conference meet

Rachel Dawson

Staff Writer

Last Friday, some members ofThe

College of Wooster men's and
women's indoor track and field team
traveled to Oberlin College for one
meet before the
last
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championships this weekend.
non-scori-

ng

Highlighting the meet for
Wooster was the effort of Mia
pier '00, who placed second in the
dash and fourth in the
dash, seeing her fastest
times of this season of 62.0 and
27.41 seconds, respectively. Nicole
DeSantis '03 placed sixth in the
dash in 6S.7 seconds and
Ra-

400-met- er

200-met-

er

400-met- er

MkneHeNeary '02ranherfasSest

200-met- er

dash of the season in 29.1.
On the men's side, Jody Price '00
finished third in the shot put with a

throw of 46'8.25". Chris
Koppenhofer '02 completed his
furthest long jump of 17 8" and
later placed second in the high jump
with a 5 10" leap. On the track.

Kohan Duche '03 placed seventh
dash in 53.6 and
in the
Gabe Thompson '03 ran the
dash in 2:02.8 to tie for fourth
place, while Chris Locke 03 ran a
2:16.2. Evan McDaniel '02 finrun
ished third in the
in a rime of 4:12.6 and Dan Pursel
'03 earned ninth in 4:35.9. Marty
Coppola '02 ran the 3000-metrace in 9:25.0 to earn fourth place.
Tim Sir Louis '00 earned seventh
dash in 6.84 secin the
onds and third in the pole vault with
a vault of 13'. Michael Jourden 03
hurdles
ran a 8.94 in the
to place sixth.
Head coach Dennis Rice commented. This weekend a few
people needed to compete to get
into stronger heats, but it was a low- key meet for us. Next weekend we
are going to be ready to go and fight
for our place in the conference;
The championships will be a two
day meet held at Denison University beginning on Friday afternoon.
400-met- er

800-met- er

1500-met-

er

er

55-met-

er

55-me- ter

ute

contest. That's called showing spirit. If you want to dress up
and do it, hey, more power to you.

What I'm talking about are

people who go off on players who
have a lot more class and sportsmanship than we apparently do.
Saturday provided a particular
incident, as fans were all over the

back of Wabash senior Josh
kept
Estelle, who
the Little Giants in a game there
was virtually no way they could
win.
The guy scored 36 points. He hit
nine of 14 shots from beyond the
three-poiarc. He scored 40 in his
previous trip to Timken in February. He scored 27 in the two teams'
first meeting this year at Wabash.
He also didn't talk any crap. He
heard it from the fans all night and
was guarded like a glove by the
Scots' talented crew of guards. It
had to be frustrating to lose like he
single-handed- ly
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Teddi Suknel, Jeonnette Shoup and Joy Bishop '01
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Write for the Voice's

Green Beer
Happy Hour
Dance Party

5-- 7

p.m.

5-- 9

p.m.

9-- 1

a.m.

CLOSED

Taking care of your College
needs from F.Y.S. to I.S.
Binding Copies Color Copies Packaging
and Shipping Office Supplies

Sports Section!!

Spring sports beat
writer positions
remain open. Call and

Velo-Bind-

WWF& WCW

8-1-

1

p.m.

er

get involved!!

x2598

NEW
Meets your I.S. needs
MAIL BOXES ETC.

After Hours Cafe

10-- 1

a.m.
3983 Burbank Rd.

Located m the

Wal-Ma- rt

Plaza
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The winner of tonights Benedictine-Ohi- o
Northern game will play
Wooster on Saturday at Timken Gymnasium.

Ohio Northern
OAC Champs

In one preseason

-

(III.)

Champs

NUC

17--8

'

;

Bears were ranked
ahead of the Scots.
r33hoops.com had
0NU ranked tenth,
one spot ahead of
Wooster before the
season opener.
r. But ONU played

I

s.

;
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The Eagles of
Benedictine Uni-

poll, the Polar

r

'

,

-

'

-

.5

..-

s-

-

versity in Lisle, Illinois won the title
of the Northern
Ill-

Con-

inois-Iowa

Since
ference
their conference
I

i

they - were not
granted an auto- -

below , expecta

i

only has six teams,

.

i

18-- 8

Benedictine

r

i

n

.nd

tions, finsihing with an 18-- 8 record, 12-- 5 matic bid. Instead, they earned a Pool B bid.
in the Ohio Athletic Conference. Jeremy
Although they are a relative unknown, the
lompson leads the Polar Bears, averag Eagles are no strangpjjjtppugh competition.
ing 18 points per game.
Coming off two straight-seasonof barely
missing an opportunity ;ip play in the national
,
Leading Scorers
tournament, Benedictine should be moti' PtsGm
:
RebVGm
vated and poised to make a run deep into the
3.8
Jeremy Thompson 18.1
this year.- tournament
8.0
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against Earlham last Friday.
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Tournament
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1
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WE ARE THE (NCAC) CHAMPIONS; MY FRIENDS
Scots now turn attention to national tournament, will host game Saturday night at 7:30
Chris Powers

season with the championship

Sports Editor

Wooster continued its dominance

of the NCAC as the Scots

73-6-

steamrolled through the conference
tournament to claim their second
consecutive title.
The tournament began with last
week's 100-5- 0 pasting of Kenyon.
The team put the finishing touches
on its perfect conference season
with victories over Earlham on Friday night and over Wabash in
Saturday's clincher at Timken
Gymnasium.
However, the games were not
d
as the final ""
nearly as
scores indicate. In Friday's
semifinal, Ealham came out
scorching hot from the perimeter, connecting on nine of their
first 10 shots, all three pointers,
6
to jump out to an early
lead.
Wooster Head Coach Steve
Moore gave Earlham credit for
their quick start, saying, "We
were not contesting shots like we
needed to," he said. "And they
were just on fire."
But the Quakers' success would
be
They failed to make
a single triple the rest of the game,
missing their final 15 attempts. The
Scots took advantage of the cold
streak to cut the deficit to 3 at
halftime.
Wooster controlled the second
half, overpowering the Quakers
one-side-

27-1-

short-live-

d.

34-3-

57-3-

0.

Leading the second half charge
was Antwyan Reynolds '02, who
scored all 9 of his points in the final 20 minutes. He also added five
rebounds and five assists on the
night.
Not to be outdone, John
1

Ellenwood '00 contributed 20
points, nine rebounds and three
blocked shots. Ryan Snyder '03
also had a solid game, pitching in
8 points.
The victory gave the Scots a
chance to complete their storybook
1

l

Men's Basketball
Sat

NCAA Tournament
vs. Ohio Northern or 11L

Benedictine 7:30 p.m. (H)

game versus the Wabash Little Gi
ants on Saturday night. Wabash
earned their spot in the finals with
5
a
defeat of Wittenberg in the
other qualifier. The Little Giants
were looking to avenge two tough
regular season defeats to Wooster,
games they lost by a combined total of 1 1 points.
It appeared that this contest
would be more of the same, as the
two teams traded buckets in the
early going.
But with about eight minutes left
in the first half, the Scots seized

'

"We continued to play

really well after
halftime and before we
knew it, we were up
30, " Moore said.
control and closed out the half with
a 0 run.
5
tie and
The run broke a
sent the Scots into intermission
5
with a momentum boosting
lead.
28-1-

25-2-

53-3-

Wooster continued to apply

pressure in the second half,

pushing the lead to as many as
33 before claiming a 114-9- 1 triumph. "We continued to play
really well after halftime and
before we knew it, we were up
30," Moore said.
A huge reason for the Scots' success was the monster game supplied by tournament MVP
Ellenwood.
Ellenwood saw limited action in
the first half due to early foul
trouble, but he took over in the second half by scoring 25 of his game-hig- h
27 points.
Bryan Nelson '03 also had a huge
night inside, pouring in 22 points
and snatching 14 boards. Fellow
first year Matt Smith came off the
bench to hit four treys and tallied
19 points on the night. Snyder and

GO

Reynolds also hit double figures,
with 11 and 10, respectively.
Another critical factor in the win
was that the Scots were able to defend Wabash's star, NCAC leading-scorJosh Estelle. "We started
Antwyan on Estelle, and he really
defended well, limiting him to just
10 points in the first half," Moore
said. "Matt Smith also came in and
did a great job."
Estelle scored 36 points, but according to Moore, "most of the
points he scored were after the
game was pretty well decided." The
36 points may seem like a lot, but
it is an improvement over the 40
with which he torched the Scots
earlier in the season.
Another key was that the Scots
handed out a whopping 23 assists, while turning the ball over
just twice, and shot a robust 57
percent from the floor. Moore
summed it up when he said, "We
shot the ball extremely welL We
really passed well and found the
open man and had a lot of good
assists."
Joining Ellenwood on the
team were Earlham's
Nathan Stoops, Wittenberg's Ryan
Taylor, Estelle and teammate Brian
Latham and Wooster's Reynolds
and Nelson.
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The victory extended three
Wooster winning streaks. The
team has now won 18 consecutive
overall games, 32 straight home
games and 34 straight conference
contests.
Remarkably, the home streak gives
Wooster the third longest current run
in any division of NCAA basketball,
behind only Utah (51) and The University of Chicago (34).

The Scots are ready to keep the
streaks alive in the national tour-

nament, which begins tonight.
Wooster earned an automatic bid to
the tournament due a new Division
III rule giving the winner of any
conference with at least seven
members an automatic place in the
tournament.

Indoor Track and Field
Fri NCAC Champs. 2 p.m. (A)
Sat. NCAC Champs. 9:30 a.m. (A)
NCAA Champs. TBA (A)
Afar. JO-JI
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photo by James Allardice
Nate Gaubatz '01 elevates for a layup in traffic during last Friday's victory
over Earlham. . The Scots went on to defeat Wabash on Saturday to capture
their second consecutive NCAC Tournament Championship. Gaubatz has
been one of the key components of the No. 3 ranked Scots, coming off the
bench to average 8. 9 points per outing while shooting 42 percent from
range. The Scots will host an NCAA Tournament game Saturday night at
7:30.
.

3-po-

However, despite the Scots' No.
national ranking, they received a
tough draw. Other national powers in their region include No. 1
Calvin, No. 2 Hampden-Sydne- y
and No. 4 McMurry.
But Coach Moore is not looking
that far in advance just yet. 'The next
round is of no importance because if
we don't win this game, we don't
3

SCOTS!

int

play," he commented. "We are defi
nitely not thinking past Saturday."

That's when the Scots will play

their tournament opener, a 7:30
p.m. game in Timken Gymnasium.
Wooster earned a first round bye

and will play the winner of
game
between
tonight's
Benedictine (Illinois) and Ohio
--

Northern.

Swimming and Diving
Mar. 912 NCAA Women 's
Championships TBA (A)
NCAA Men's
Mar. 16-1- 9
Championships TBA (A)

